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Resolution 86-23-S
Placing of Chain on Windows
Introduced 3-25-86

PURPOSE: For the University to put a one(1) foot restraining chain on all the windows in Pearce-Ford Tower so the residents can open their windows if they wish.

STATUS:

WHEREAS, Ventilation is bad in Pearce-Ford Tower, and
WHEREAS, The restraining chains could be added without any new fixtures, and
WHEREAS, Buying the chain would be at a minimum, and
WHEREAS, The restraining chain would allow the residents of Pearce-Ford Tower the pleasure of fresh air, and
WHEREAS, The restraining chain would be put on one side of the windows, only allowing the windows to move in one way so the residents could not tear out the gaskets/seals in the windows, and
WHEREAS, The restraining chain is an economical and feasible solution to a really serious problem of air circulation,

THEREFORE, Be it resolved that we, the Associated Student Government being elected to represent the student body's best interests, do recommend a one-foot chain be put on each window in Pearce-Ford Tower so the residents of the above dorm can experience fresh air.
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